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I. RESTITUIRI ISTORIOGRAFICE 
HISTORY RESTITUTIONS   

 

O ALTFEL DE ABORDARE A ISTORIEI MUZICII ROMÂNEŞTI 
ÎN PLANUL ÎNVĂŢĂMÂNTULUI UNIVERSITAR 

VOCAŢIONAL 
Adifferent approach to istory Romanian Music Vocational  

Higher Education Plan 

 

                                                             Prof. univ. dr. Carmen Stoianov  

                                                            Lector univ. drd. Viorica Iuraşcu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

During this period, after experiencing other ways, the study of Romanian Music 

History must be renewed from a more complex perspective, as the study of 

Romanian Musical Culture. 

 

Keywords: history, composer, culture 
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MEDALIONUL UNUI ARTIST BIVALENT 
- ANATOL COVALI, TENOR DRAMATIC ŞI POET 

Medallion of a bivalent artist – Anatol Covali, dramatic tenor and poet 

 

                                                                  Lector univ. dr. Crinuţa Popescu 

                                                                                   Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

Anatol Covali, given by divine musical and poetic talent throughout its entire 

interpretative activity as dramatic tenor and creative activity as a poet, author of 28 

valuable volumes of poetry, ranks among the great men of art. Specialists of the two 

arts – music and poetry – in their assessments considered that bivalent artist A. 

Covali through his creative and interpretative skills contributed to the cultural and 

spiritual national ascension. 

 

Keywords:  Anatol Covali, bivalent artist, performer lyrical, dramatic tenor, poet 

 

 
 

CHOPIN’S CONTRIBUTION TO MUSIC 
 

Vangelis Karafillidis 

Pianist, Composer,  

State High School, Alexandroupoli, Greece 

 

Abstract 

 

One of the most pioneering personalities of music was Chopin. He contributed as a 

composer, pianist, piano teacher and pedagogue and he influenced the evolution of 

music. Romanticism, piano virtuosity, melodic beauty, harmonic invention, 

composing  

sharpness and performing elegance are just a few of the terms that function as 

synonyms for his name. The inventive and inspired conjunction between Polish and 

classical music is materialized in his Polonaises and Mazurkas. His Études constitute 

the cornice of his combined and coexistent attributes of pianist and composer. This 

article demonstrates the multidimensional personality of Chopin and his 

contribution to music. 
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Keywords: Chopin, piano virtuosity, composer, pianist, the evolution of music 

Romanticism 

 
 

II. PERSPECTIVE ANALITICE  
ASUPRA DISCURSULUI MUZICAL 

ANALYTICAL PROSPECTS OF MUSICAL SPEECH 

 

LITURGHIA NR.1 DE SERAFIM BUZILĂ ÎN ASPECTUL 
TIPARULUI TRADIŢIONAL AL SLUJBEI RELIGIOASE 

Mass No. 1 in appearance Seraphim Buzila traditional  

pattern of religious service 

 

Larisa Balaban, dr., conf. univ.,  

AMTAP, Republica Moldova 

Abstracts 

 

The author of the article „Liturgy by Serafim Buzila in aspect of traditional church 

service” analyzes problems of dramaturgy art, a structure of the Liturgy and 

expressive means and devices which this Moldovan composer uses in his work. The 

researcher pays attention to the arsenal of expressive means and devices of the 

Liturgy and choral techniques. 

 

Keywords: Liturgy, structure, expressive means, Serafim Buzila, traditional church 

 

 
SEMNIFICAŢIE ŞI EXPRESIE MUZICALĂ LA BEETHOVEN 

Meaning and musical expresion to Beethoven 

 

Lector univ. dr. Luminiţa Pogăceanu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

The mainstay of the paper is formed by an analysis of the relational and meaning-

making nature of music, the polythetic constitution of the musical piece, the 

boundaries of musical practice and understanding, and the embodied experience of 

performing music. I seek to contribute to a wider understanding of contextual and 
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cultural influences on the phenomenological character of music, mental processing 

of auditory information, the ubiquitous nature of music, and the form and structure 

of music. 

Keywords: the boundaries of musical practice, the phenomenological character of 

music  

                             

 
ARCHETYPE AND SPIRITUALITY IN COMPOSITIONAL 

APPROACH. A NEW PERSPECTIVE OF SURREAL 
 

Conf. univ. dr. Mihaela Vosganian 

Universitatea Naţională de Muzică din Bucureşti 

 

Abstract 

 

The art form manifestation has been linked since the beginning, with "Archetype" 

and "Spirituality". We can talk nowadays about creators interested in the 

resurrection of a “total performance” in the sense of "total theater" or "multimedia" 

or in a more  

profound sense of "total archetype". As an artist, both composer and performer, I 

feel deeply connected with a "total archetype in a syncretical form of expression" in 

connection with originary functions of art.  

 

Mostly in the last years, my works are related with the aspects of spirituality and 

"archetypality", each of them, in a different way. Some of the creations were 

conceived for ensembles, including traditional instruments, such as in Japanese 

interferences, or including big orchestras with soloists and choirs, such as in 

Jesus with a thousand arms or in The Path of the Human Angel, or have 

involved mixed media/cross-media productions – music, live electronics, video, live 

video and dance – such as in Dynamic meditation and White Lady’s Power 

places. 

 

Keywords: archetype, archetypality, spiritual, spirituality, sincretical form of 

expression 
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„LISTEN TO THE WORLD!“ – ITINERAR MUZICAL SUEDEZ 
"Listen to the World!" – Swedish musical journey 

 

Conf. univ. dr. Sorin Lerescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Communication aims to reflect some of the musical events that occurred in the 2009 

edition of International Festival ISCM World New Music Days in Sweden. 

 

My presence in two Swedish cities, Visby and Vöxjö – host of concerts, recitals but 

also the general meetings of the International Society for Contemporary Music – as 

President of the Romanian Section of the International Society for Contemporary 

Music (ISCM-Romanian Section), offered to me the opportunity to make contact 

with whatever is newest and most interesting in music today, regarding the stylistic 

directions or aesthetic ideas. 

 

Keywords: festival, ISCM, contemporary music, World Music Days, SNR-SIMC, 

concerts 

 

 
GENUL DE BALADĂ ÎN CREAŢIA LUI FR. CHOPIN 

Genre of ballad in the creation of Fr. Chopin 

 

Stela Guţanu 

Doctor în Muzică, 

Prof. la Conservatorul Faethon din Alexandroupoli - Grecia, dirijor de cor 

                              

Abstract 

 

During the 19th century Polish literature, the ballad genre was mostly an expression 

of national patriotic songs. Chopin was very impressed with and attracted to the 

Polish ballad writer Mitkevici. Mitkevici’s ballads matched perfectly the composer’s 

temperament and talent and also the main theme of his works, however Chopin the 

creator felt he was not represented by the vocal ballad genre and was not interested 

in it. He then introduced a new instrumental music genre, namely the instrumental 
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ballad, genre in which he fully managed to express, through music, the contents of 

the literary texts. 

 

By creating his ballads for piano, the composer used the most representative 

expressiveness features of a ballad: the emotional, epic-narrative nature, real and 

fantastic character combination, the use of opposing thematic fragments and the 

dramatic climaxing resolution at the end of the work. 

 

Keywords: ballad, Chopin, composer, Mitkevici, music, vocal ballad, instrumental 

music, Polish literature 

 

 
MISTERUL CUVINTELOR ÎN ARTA MUZICALĂ 

The Mystery of the Words in the Art of Music 

 

Conf. univ. dr. Georgeta Pinghiriac 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

The vocal interpreter of the 20th Century and his interpretative art follow the same 

tumultuous path, full of radical transformations. He is molding himself according to 

his times and his art suffers a lot of changes dictated by the birth of the new artistic 

waves, changes that affect equally the territory of the lied. 

 

In my opinion, the vocal interpretation that is closest to perfection should take into 

consideration the subtle line of the poetical idea, the composer’s precise indications 

and, according to this context, should find the best way to use the magic of the 

interpreter’s own voice, imagination and intelligence. 

 

The lied opened widely in front of me the door to the one of the most refined forms 

of music and revealed to me the simplicity and the harmony of the human feelings. 

From Enescu’s op. no. 4, named "Trois Mélodies", I have chosen "Le Désert" (The 

desert), lyrics by Jules Lemaître and "Le Galop" (The gallop), lyrics by Sully 

Prudhomme. From "Sept Chansons" (Seven songs) op. 15 (1908) - I have stopped at 

the lied "Estrenne de la rose" (The gift of the rose).  
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Mihail Jora charmed me through the originality and the freshness of his style, 

through the forms he is using that are very concentrated. This are a few songs of his 

creation that I have interpreted: 1. "Mor azi zâmbetele mele" (Today my smiles die), 

op.11, lyrics by Octavian Goga; 2. "Stinge-mi lumina ochilor" (Take away the light of 

my eyes) op.36, lyrics by Rainer Maria Rilke (translation by Maria Banuş). 

 

Paul Constantinescu attracts through the playful colors that the voices of his songs 

have, especially in the lied "Cântec de adormit Mitzura" (Lullaby for Mitzura), lyrics 

by Tudor Arghezi. 

 

Keywords: The spiritual atmosphere, each country, the immortal voice of the 

folklore, the iconographic, the particularities of the ethos, of the rhythmical and 

modal features, (define the individuality of the Romanian)  

 

 
III. EDUCAŢIA MUZICALĂ – METODOLOGIE  

ŞI ANALIZĂ 
MUSIC EDUCATION – METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS 

 

RECEPTAREA MUZICII CONTEMPORANE – 
NECESITATEA UNUI STUDIU INTERDISCIPLINAR 
The Reception of Contemporary Music – The Necessity of an 

Interdisciplinary Approach. Research project 

 

Proiect de cercetare 

adresat Centrului de Cercetare Ştiinţifică şi Creaţie Artistică  

Universitatea Spiru Haret, Facultatea de Muzică 

 

Autorii proiectului: 

Veronica Anghelescu - anul II 

Mircea Pruşan - anul II 

Coordonatorul proiectului: Conf. univ. dr. Sorin Lerescu  

Universitatea Spiru Haret, Facultatea de Muzică 
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Abstract 

 

Poor reception of contemporary music consists of a variety of factors resulted in 

social, educational, cognitive, managerial, and, not least, axiological. It is necessary 

for the correct identification of the causes of contemporary music is not correctly 

received by lovers of culture, studying these cases from an interdisciplinary 

perspective, to outline some possible solutions and to implement them. 

 

Keywords: research, contemporary music, culture, interdisciplinary perspective 

 

 

IV. CÂNTAREA TRADIŢIONALĂ –  
ELEMENTE DEFINITORII 

TRADITIONAL SONG INTERPRETATION – DEFINING ELEMENTS 
 

CONSIDERAŢII ETNOLOGICE ASUPRA RITUALURILOR DE 
RECOLTARE. CUNUNA DE GRÂU (I) 

Ethnological considerations on the harvest rituals. The Wheat  

Wreath (I) 

 

Lector univ. dr. Otilia Pop Miculi 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

  

Held at the end of the cereal harvesting time, Cununa de Grâu (Wheat Wreath) is an 

ancient complex agrarian ceremony whose evolution begins in the family, taking 

over the whole community. In its sequential run there are musical manifestations in 

the form of reaping songs that, alike the ritual itself, can be grouped in types and 

sub-types. This study analyzes this custom’s ritual and ceremonial development in 

Transylvania. The etnomusicologic analysis will be published in the following issue 

of these Anals. 

 

Keywords: ritual, ceremony, cununa de grâu, ceremonial lyrics 
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V. VALORIZĂRI ÎN ACTUL INTERPRETĂRII 

MUZICALE 
ART VALUE IN MUSICAL INTERPRETATION 

 

ROLUL DIRIJORULUI DE COR 
ÎN DESFĂŞURAREA SPECTACOLULUI LIRIC 

The Role of the Choir Conductor in Lyrical Performance 

 

Asist. univ. dr. Aurel Muraru 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

The present effort is a short excursion in the field of choral music for lyrical theatre, 

part of the interdisciplinary research of the junction between music and dramatic 

art. 

 

The purpose of this study ist o point out the specificity of the lyrical choral genre, 

focusing on the main tasks and activities of the choir conductor. Therefore this effort 

strives to define the role of the conductor of such an ensemble and tries to find 

solutions to problems of interpretation that are specific to this genre. 

 

Keywords: Choirmaster, Choral group, Opera, Operetta 

 
 

REPERE ALE CRITICII MUZICALE ROMÂNEŞTI: 
EMANOIL CIOMAC – 120 DE ANI DE LA NAŞTERE 

Highlights of romanian music critics: Emanoil Ciomac - 120 years since 

his birth 

 

Lect. univ. dr. Dorina Arsenescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

The study dedicated to the music critic Emanoil Ciomac (1890-1962) is a tribute 

brought to an important representative of the romanian musicology with the ocasion 
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of celebrating 120 years since his birth. His activity spanning more than five decades 

has been mentioned in the two volumes of music chronicles that represents the basis 

of our research. We consider that his act of carefully analyzing the local music 

interpretation phenomenon is consisting into an authentic document of romanian 

culture from the first half of the twentieth century. 

 

Keyswords: music critic, music chronicles, two volumes, music interpretation 

phenomenon 

 

 
COMBATEREA TRACULUI ÎN INTERPRETAREA 

INSTRUMENTALĂ 
Combating stage fright in musical playing 

 

Lector univ. dr. Ion Olteţeanu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Several methods and practical breathing and relaxation exercises are presented, 

which can assure the control of the muscular apparatus engaged in instrumental 

tasks. The negative, paralyzing effect of stage fright, which most of instrumental 

players know, can be, thus, combated through willpower.  

 

Keywords: Stage fright, relaxation, hara, breathing 

 

 

VIAŢA ŞTIINŢIFICĂ 
SCIENTIFIC LIFE 

 

UNIVERSITATEA SPIRU HARET 

Facultatea de Arte 

Simpozionul Noi abordări şi cercetări ştiinţifice în domeniul muzical, Bucureşti, 25-

26 noiembrie 2010 

 

Spiru Haret University, Faculty of Arts, Symposium "New approaches and scientific 

research in music", Bucharest, November 25 to 26, 2010 
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REFORMULĂRI ŞI EXTINDERI ALE FORMELOR ŞI 

GENURILOR ACADEMICE ÎN MUZICA ROMÂNEASCĂ 
CONTEMPORANĂ: CONCERTUL PENTRU PIAN ŞI MEDIU 

ELECTROACUSTIC DE MAIA CIOBANU 
Renews and reconfigurations of academic forms and structures in the 

romanian contemporary music: Concerto for piano and 

electroacoustique medium by Maia Ciobanu 

                                                             

Conf.  univ. dr. Maia Ciobanu 

                                                            Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

The academic genres continue to fascinate the most part of the romanian 

contemporary composers. Every generation has its point of vue in reconfigurating 

and renewing the old wellknown architectures. The Concerto for piano and 

electroacustique medium by Maia Ciobanu is a metaromantic work; the XIX 

concepts of  the romantic hero is personalised by the piano as a individual character 

dominated by high ideals in an antagonic position to the living society demands.  

 

The Concert for piano and orchestra became a Concert for piano and 

electroacoustique medium where the Sonata structure is reprojected in the Ist and 

IIIrd part; the IInd part using the Thema con variazioni form. Each part 

demonstrates a different relationship  piano solo - electroacoustique medium as  

three different relationships individual person - social enviroment. The Concert has 

an open architecture and alternate, superpose polyphony, heterophony and 

polistilistic structures in a complex trajectory using both electroacoustique sources 

and the traditional piano ones. The romantic atitude is renewed and reconfigurated 

in the conditions of the contemporary world. 

 

Keywords: electroacoustique medium, metaromantic, sonata structure, polyphony, 

heterophony, thema con variazioni, polistilism, piano, academic genres 
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RECEPTAREA MUZICII CONTEMPORANE ROMÂNEŞTI ÎN 
SISTEMUL ŞCOLAR. EXPERIMENT: ETAPA I – APLICAREA 

MODELULUI DE TRAINING-GROUP PENTRU SIMFONIA 
VOCALIZELE MĂRII ŞI ORATORIUL CANTI PER EUROPA DE 

THEODOR GRIGORIU 

Reception of contemporary romanian music in school system. 

Experiment: phase I - group training model application for ”Vocalizele 

mării” Symphony and ”Canti per Europa” Oratory by Theodor Grigoriu 

 
Asist. univ. drd. Cătălina Moisescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Through this experiment, in the first phase, I followed the way the contemporary 

Romanian music is perceived, the conversion of the non-verbal figurative musical 

message in to its figurative message by students form 5th to 8th  grade (with age 

between 11-14). 

  

Keywords: the perception of the contemporary music, the non-verbal musical 

message, the musical ethos, the plastic concept of the fresco 
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TEATRU  
THEATRE 

 
I. TEATRUL ŞI COMUNICAREA  

THEATRE AND COMMUNICATION 

 

ARTA ACTORULUI – DE LA CANON LA MODERNITATE 
The Art of Actor – from canon to modernity 

 

Conf. univ. dr. Elena Popescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Based on the idea that Stanislavski's method may be considered an "original 

founder" of a theatre canon – in the sense of Harold Bloom's analyses – the article 

points out the importance and the influence of this method for the development of 

actor's art. Unanimously considered a reforming theorist of actor's art, his method is 

extending its influence on stages all over the world even after more than a century. 

 

Keywords: realist theatre, modern theatre, Stanislavskyan method, illusion of 

reality, theatre canon, presentation and representation, feeling 

 

 
BASMUL –  SURSĂ DE COMUNICARE SIMBOLICĂ  

ŞI SIMBIOTICĂ 
Fair tales – source of comunication symbolic and symbiotic 

 

Conf. univ. dr. George Grigore 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Moto: 

Când se povesteşte un mit sau un basm, 

 pentru cel ce ia parte, adică pentru cel ce se lasă impresionat,  

apare un efect tămăduitor prin aceea că, participând, 

este ordonat în forma arhetipică de comportament 

 şi astfel îşi găseşte „liniştea” de sine.  
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(Legenda Graalului din perspectiva psihologică  

de Emma Jung şi Marie-Lorise von Franz) 

 

Abstract 

 

We wonder how did it came about, this desire to tell others, to present and represent 

for the present ones then and now, the encounter of the ineffable land of the 

fairytales, of a fragile and see-through world? Why is it that once it’s started  this 

"spectacular mechanism", particular to the human being, it becomes more and more 

a part of this planets’ human organism, much like a blue print of the reality, a 

mirrored image at its sight we mimic reality in a stunned way, living our "fantasy" or 

our fate? The epic genre is the one that comprised various narrative species, in 

poetry and in prose. The prose is the telling of a story, of a real or imaginary event in 

a prose style, sometimes in a grand manor, in an almost epic way. The one who 

presents to us these facts is the narrator or the storyteller, the rightful follower of the 

triad druid – bard – prophet, cumulating the attributes of all three. The storyteller 

doesn’t make up things – he picks the stories as they come from the forerunners and 

has the moral duty to protect their truth. 

 

Keywords: then and now, fairytales, human being, mirrored image, story, truth, 

moral duty. 

 
 

GRAMMELOT: A VORBI FĂRĂ CUVINTE 
Grammelot: to speak without words 

 

Lector univ. drd. Ioana Visalon 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

 Imposing the supremacy of the fixed types, accurately characterized through 

costume and mask, of the body expressiveness as main communications means with 

the public, commedia dell'arte represents a reference moment in the history of 

theatre. One of the most innovating creation of this theatre, grammelot, an 

onomatopoeic language, half forgotten now, was a powerful ingredient of the 

international success commedia dell'arte had all over Europe. The communicational 

potential of this old language is still to be reconsidered our days, as one of the 

possible solution to the globalization challenges theatre has to face. 
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Keywords: theatre, commedia dell’arte, grammelot, onomatopoeic language, 

communicat 

 

 

DRAMATURGIA LUI I. D. ŞERBAN – SPECIFICUL 
COMUNICĂRII UMANE 

I. D. Serban’s dramaturgy – the particulars of human communication 

 

absolvent master Anişoara Doroftei 

Coordonator ştiinţific: Conf. univ. dr. George Grigore 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Motto: 

Nu lovitura de ciocan, ci jucăuşe unde, 

fac pietrele să cânte desăvârşindu-le rotunde. 

(Rabindranath Tagore) 

 

Abstract 

 

During the XX–th century, even from the beginning, signs of renewal are obvious, 

renewal that will be representative for the period between the two World Wars, and 

the entrance of the Romanian playwrights in a different age, an age of a complex 

modernity. The number of playwrights and of the plays has considerably increased 

during this period, the dramatic genres are much diversified and from the inside a 

large variety of artistic expressions emerge, the typology of the characters are 

enlarged, the psychological investigation gains new depths, so we are witnessing a 

visible process of intellectual deepening of the writings for the dramatic arts. The 

comedy which was expressed in the previous period mainly through satire, 

experiences a similar boom, but it develops also through lyrical and tragic-comedy. 

 

Keywords: renewal, playwrights, autor, tragic-comedy, typology of characters, 

psychological investigation 
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II. PERSONAJUL TEATRAL 

THEATRICAL CHARACTER 

 
PROFILURI PSIHICE ÎN OPERA LUI CARAGIALE 

Mental profiles in Caragiale’s work 

 

Lector univ. dr. Mircea Constantinescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

The bashful mentality of the public from his time didn’t allow Caragiale to depict his 

male- female characters in explicit love affairs scenes; ironically he lets us guess, 

helped by the characters’ manifestations, by their psychological profile. The analysis 

of these profiles, their discovery and classification become main helpers in the work 

of making the character. A detailed psychological analysis of would place Zoe 

Trahanache in Adler’s office, Zita, Veta, Mita, Didina, Efimita on Freud’s sofa and 

the majority of male characters in the cheap shops of the eternal peripheral 

Bucharest, where, as the apprentice which, collective unconscious, escaped briefly 

from Jung’s wise-ironic look, they escape, they get out through the glasses of  beer 

and cappuccinos and erupt tormenting the minds of the eternal "Mitica’s", 

responsible and honorable citizens, tortured by the public lives, by history, obsessed 

by the national idea, traumatized by their incapacity of taking action. Let’s try to 

demonstrate these statements by analyzing the behavior patterns of Caragiale’s male 

and female characters. 

 

Keywords: Caragiale, female characters, Zita, Veta, Mita, Efimita  
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TEATRU-DANS: ANALIZA MENTALULUI 
ÎN CREAREA UNUI PERSONAJ 

Theatre-dance: mind analysis for creating a character 

 

Asist. univ. drd. Dana Voicu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

  

Dance, alike the theatre, works on emotion. Only that its substance is different and 

it’s build on different ways. Many times, the form induces the content, as we were 

taught by the Mayerhold’s technique. In dance, the search for oneself is much more 

"serious" than in theatre; at a practical level, in dancing, everything is searched for – 

being very risky to use clichés and already over-used dance steps, already 

comfortable to you, the dancer, much more riskier than to do this in the theater of 

words, meaning to use well known tricks, "to go there where it’s comfortable", as 

they say. The moment you do this in dancing, everything becomes poor, is basically 

trapped in a certain type of message, in a certain type of expression, that will end up 

restricting everything that may have followed in the forthcoming 

sequence/scene/sequence. Saying in a different way – any tendency to be 

comfortable may be amputating your future creativity. On the other hand it’s even 

harder to always come up with something new, something that your body has never 

done before, hasn’t experimented. Maybe that’s why the great choreographers are 

very rare, much more so than the great directors. 

 

Keywords: dance, Mayerhold, risky, forthcoming sequence, choreographers, types 

of messages 
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PRELUCRAREA STĂRILOR ŞI A PERSONAJELOR 
SHAKESPEARIENE ÎNTR-UN MEDIU NATURAL 

Working with Shakespearean states and characters in  

a natural environment 

 

Asist. univ. Cristi Toma 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

The creation project – to which I fully dedicated myself this year, was "Midsummer 

Night's Dream" by William Shakespeare. The whole experience was a hot summer 

dream. The show reveals my own nonconformist and modern view, being the 

director, but wishfully respecting the playwright’s requests. Adapted after the 

famous Shakespearean play the show follows the way the inner states of the 

characters and the way they behave in a natural environment. The theater becomes 

nature itself at one point, and nature itself becomes a character in the play. The 

whole plot takes place during one hot summer night. The thin line between reality 

and magic is barely perceivable; the real world is controlled by playful spirits that 

mock us, the mortals, but these practical jokes build up the essence of the comic 

delight of the play. Puck, (the spirit) makes all characters’ dreams come true in a 

random way: the ones of the King Theseus, of Hippolyta, of the youngs in love, that 

want to find the right partner and of the workers that desperately want  to show their 

sensibility, by playing at the royal court the love story between Pyram and Tysbe. 

 

Keywords: Midsummer Night’s dream, Shakespeare, Puck, jokes, random, royal 

court 
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III. EXPRESIVITATE CORPORALĂ 

EXPRESSION BODY 

 

INFLUENŢA PERFORMANŢELOR MOTRICE ŞI ARTISTICE. 
TEHNICI DE PRELUCRARE ANALITICĂ A CORPULUI 

Influence driving performance and artistic. Analytical processing 

techniques body 

 

Lector univ. drd. Anca Iorga 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Motto: 

Pe de o parte există dorinţa de mişcare  

ce stimulează materia organică să-şi piardă verticalitatea 

dar, pe de altă parte, dorinţa de a te menţine în viaţă,  

care stimulează întoarcerea la echilibru sau la o altă formă de dezechilibru,  

suficient ca să o echilibreze pe prima şi să salveze verticalitatea de la distrugere.  

(Doris Humphrey) 

Abstract 

 

The motrical creativity of an individual is a unique combination between the 

detection, capture and information encoding speed, meaning the plasticity regarding 

the receptivity and the instrumental-operational side, meaning the technical ability. 

We could also call it a combination between the bio-physiologic facts and the 

psychological ones. The purpose of the research: The field is almost inexistent 

concerning the studies, both concerning the theoretical side and the practical one. 

Theoretically: it sets light on a large scale of aspects that many people in the artistic 

world behold only in an approximate way. Practically what it offers: The 

development of the  motric imagination; The growth of the amplitude of the 

movements through the increasing of the elasticity of the muscles and ligaments; 

The higher speed of the movements through increasing the energetic efficiency, due 

to the use of an even more reduced number of muscles groups; the release of the  

various tensions in the joints, increasing even more the wideness of the movements 

and facilitating the ease in execution. Stretching is an analytical way of working the 

locomotor apparatus, which implies the highly controlled stretching, in a passive or 

active way, of chains or groups of muscles.  
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In movement it is expressed by maintaining a position, on exactly determined 

periods of time, during which part of the muscles are pulled, other part works in a 

contracted manor in order to stabilize and fixate the placement of the different 

segments and  another is relaxed. During the stretching the engagement of the body 

is complex with stresses on: the control of the stretch and of the relation between 

pain and pull; the control of the breathing; The self-imposed decrease of the muscles 

that aren’t directly involved in movement; The alternation in a specific way of the 

contraction rhythm (concentric and eccentric isometric) with the relaxation and 

stretching. 

 

Keywords: growth of the amplitude of movements, motrical imagination, 

observation through experimentation, actor, stretching, muscles, control of the 

stretch, self-imposed, adaptability, contractions, relazing 

 
 

ROLUL ÎNCĂLZIRII CORPORALE ÎNAINTE DE ÎNCEPEREA 
CURSULUI PRACTIC DE MIŞCARE 

Role of body warming before starting practical course of movement 

 

stud. Mihai Săvescu şi stud. Rareş Stelian Zimbran 

Coordonator ştinţific: Lector univ. drd. Anca Iorga 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Motto: 

…toate lucrurile care servesc oamenilor sunt deopotrivă 

frumoase şi bune în măsura în care ele pot fi folosite. 

(Socrate) 

Abstract 

 

The warm up can be considered a process of physical, physiological and psychic 

adaptation of the organism to the intense activity that would follow. It is known that 

any activity of an apparatus or system of the body is coordinated and permanently 

adapted to the necessities through the mechanisms of neural and  

umoral settings. Each system of biological regulation has its own given inertia, with 

its own characteristics that is different from that of the organs and of the 

subordinated systems. This un-evenness is responsible of the lack of the temporal 

concordance in acting of the different functional curl. The warm-up diminishes the 
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differences between the times of the actions of the setting mechanisms and those of 

the triggering of the activity of the subordinated organs. 

 

Keywords: warm, biological regulation, inertia, setting mechanisms 

 

 
IV. TEHNICĂ ŞI PRACTICĂ VOCALĂ 

TECHNIQUES AND PRACTICES VOICE 
 

IMPORTANŢA STUDIERII FRAGMENTELOR  
DIN MUSICALURI 

 

The Importance of studying excerpts from musicals 

 

Lector univ. Marius Ţeicu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

Musicals! The word itself caries the magic of the most exciting and fulfilling form of 

living theatre known today around the world. The term – musical is rather general, 

representing a theatrical expression in itself, parallel so to say to "dramatic" theatre, 

with various sub species and presentation modalities. But it, itself remains a 

dramatic form of spectacular expression and being as such, it can be named "mirror" 

of the time and "space" in which it unfolds itself and of the public to which it 

addresses itself and it scenically represents.  

 

The musical uses musical idioms, as ways of dramatic expression in a integrating 

production together with at least one of the followings: dialogue and dramatic 

techniques that go along with it – choreography, spectacular visual or sound effects, 

in order to tell a story or to investigate a dramatical theme. The way the musical 

developed in time depended on the type of response the different historical contexts 

demanded. The satisfaction of the thirst of escaping the everyday reality and mass 

addressability – directly linked to the capacity of the music to "ineffably restructure" 

the vibration of the soul of the public – are constant attributes that motivate the 

proliferation of this type of show, that comprises extremely different species. Shortly 

said – the musical is that type of "total show" that uses music, choreography as the 

main expressions of a dramatic discourse. 
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RELAŢIA DINTRE RITMUL MUZICAL ŞI RITMUL MIŞCĂRII 
 

Relationship between the rhythm music and movement patterns 

 

stud. Lavinia Paraschiva Alexandru 

coordonator ştiinţific: Lector univ. drd. Anca Iorga 

Motto: 

Cu certitudine, ordinea mişcării se numeşte ritm.  

(Platon) 

Abstract 

 

In music, the rhythm represents the rhythmic succession of the sequences, being 

considered the main element, alongside the melody and the harmony. From an 

aesthetic point of view, it is the one element that gives vigor and energy to the 

musical piece, setting an order in the pulsation of the melody, as well as of the 

harmony. Generally speaking, in music, the rhythm is defined by two aspects:  

 

1. The metrics – in this case, the measure is the frame in which the rhythm is being 

correlated, the result being the periodic alternation between the stressed and the 

unstressed measures.  

 

2. In rhythmic – what matters is the alternation, the repeatability and the succession 

of the various values of the notes. Judging this way, the rhythm is the one element 

that gives artistic expression in the way the sounds are organized.  

Associated with the music, the rhythm of the movement is how to organize motric 

act in time. 

 

Keywords: music, rhythm, student, exercise 
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V. VIAŢA ŞTIINŢIFICĂ 
SCIENTIFIC LIFE 

 

UNIVERSITATEA SPIRU HARET 

Facultatea de Arte 

Sesiunea anuală de comunicări ştiinţifice 

 „Teatrul ca fenomen antropogen” 

Bucureşti, 26 noiembrie 2010 

 

Spiru Haret University, Faculty of Arts, 

Annual Scientific Session "Theatre as anthropogenic phenomenon",  

26 November 2010, Bucharest 

 

AUREL BARANGA, COMEDIOGRAF AL 
SLĂBICIUNILOR ETERN OMENEŞTI 

 

Aurel Baranga, Comedy the eternal human weakness 

 

Prof. univ. dr. Eugen Virgil Nicoară 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Aurel Baranga belongs to a category of playwrights that aren’t restricted by the rules 

imposed by others, especially by the society they live in. This is why, with one 

exception, his entire work tackles a theme that’s easily included in the star sign of 

the generally human. The themes he frequently touches, concern the self-

development of the character from a personal and social point of view, and the end 

result he follows being one of an indisputable involvement in the human nature. 

Speaking about "Christopher, Be Good", about "The Kind Saint Mitica" or the play 

with a seemingly ideological involvement, of which the main character is Spiridon 

Biserica, end up in a certain area in which everything is subordinate to the 

perfectible human being. Being a comediograf, Baranga subscribes to the Aristotelic 

percepts that say – comedy has a duty to present people as they are, without the 

idealization so necessary when it comes to tragedy. 

 

Keywords: playwright, generally human, self-development, human nature 
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TEATRUL FRANCEZ MODERN ŞI CONTRIBUŢIA CELOR 
TREI JEAN: GIRAUDOUX, COCTEAU, ANOUILH 

 

Modern French theatre and the contribution of the three Jeans:  

Giraudoux, Cocteau, Anouilh 

 

Lector univ. dr. Iulia Boroş 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

This study doesn’t intend to open a new page of reflections on the French modern 

theater in its complexity, as we consider  there are enough comments very well 

sustained by specialists, by theater people that could build and delimit for all the 

interested ones a vast, complex, deep image that concerns this important European 

and not only theatrical phenomenon. The subject debated in this paper of synthesis 

is the identification of the factors and conditions (and their contribution to this 

process), that have contributed in a fundamental way at the re-building, 

modernization and acquiring of a unique style especially of the French theater and at 

the diversification of the European one, in general. 

 

Keywords: French theater, Jean Giraudoux, Jean Cocteau, Jean Anouilh, synthesis 
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